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McDuff Needs Help

One Saturday, McDuff woke up ready for an adventure. He had been stuck in Noun all week and

wanted to Verb - Base Form . So he Verb - Base Form down his breakfast and headed out the

Noun . The first place he went was his friend Anthony's house. Anthony was a miniature

Animal who had even more energy than McDuff. But when he went to see Anthony all the

Noun - Plural were off at his house. "He must be away" McDuff thought to himself. So he tried visiting his

friend Claire instead. But when he got there Claire's mom told McDuff that Claire had become sick with the

Illness . "How Adjective " said McDuff. Even more Adjective was that McDuff had no

one to play with. Instead of being Adjective McDuff decided to have an adventure by himself. So he

went over to the Noun . Usually his family didn't like McDuff to be there unless he had a Noun

, but he didn't have one. So McDuff started playing on his own. The next thing he knew his collar fell off into the

water! Even worse was when McDuff reached in to grab it his Part of Body became soaking wet. His

collar began to float farther and farther down the creek. "I'll never get it back now" groaned Mcduff

Adverb . "Can I help?" came a small voice. "Who said that?" asked a scared McDuff. "Me, up here in the

Noun !". Sure enough McDuff looked up and saw a small Animal in the tree. "With my fast

Part of Body I'll be able to scoop up your collar no problem! My name is Sheila by the way." Before

McDuff could say his name Sheila was already in the water grabbing the collar. "Thanks a Number " said

McDuff. "What can I do to repay you?" "Do you want to Verb - Base Form with me?" asked Sheila. "Of

course, I would be my Noun !". So McDuff and Sheila went on playing in the creek, and McDuff finally

got



an adventure.
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